


When created with care, calendars can serve as powerful marketing instruments  
that not only bring your brand into the homes and workplaces of your clients, but also 

encourage them to engage with it daily.

Our team of designers can devise a customised solution that aligns with the unique 
requirements of your company. By sharing your marketing objectives with us,  
we can develop calendars that are the most effective for your target audience.

At our company, we are deeply passionate about calendars, and we approach each 
project with the same level of dedication and attention to detail, regardless of its size 
or complexity. We take pride in the exceptional quality of our calendar creations, and 

we are certain that the final outcome will exceed your expectations.

No matter what assistance you require, we are always available to lend a hand.

CLEAR YOUR SCHEDULE — LEAVE IT ALL TO US

With three decades of experience in the corporate calendar industry, we are 
recognized experts in our field. By producing all calendars in-house, we maintain 

complete control over every aspect of the work we do for you.

We understand your requirements, and you can rely on us to ease the stress of the end 
of the year. Our objective is to serve you in every way possible, creating a polished and 
effective calendar that you are delighted with and we are proud to have produced. By 
focusing on the end product and placing ourselves in your and your clients’ shoes, we 

distinguish ourselves as leading providers of calendar design and production.

We have a vast network of photographers at our disposal, and if you are having trouble 
locating images or coming up with ideas for your calendar, simply give us a call.

BRANDING YOUR CALENDARS

1. What must I supply?
Please provide us with a printed colour sample of your logo, such as that used on  

your letterhead or business card. Additionally, please share any details you wish to 
have printed on the calendars, such as a slogan, telephone number, email address, 

website etc.

2. What format must my logo be in?
We need your logo in a digital format, which can be sent via email. To ensure the 

highest print quality, please provide a high-resolution file. Logo’s should be submitted 
in one of the following programs: PDF, Illustrator (EPS or AI), InDesign, or Photoshop. 
If logo’s are supplied in Microsoft Word or at a low resolution, we may need to redraw 

them for a small fee.

3. Will my information and colours be correct?
To ensure the accuracy of your logo’s colours, we require a Pantone or CMYK reference 

number. Alternatively, we can match the colour of your logo to the provided colour 
sample. We understand the importance of getting everything just right, which is why we 

will supply you with full proofs of your artwork for your approval before we begin printing. 
This way, you can be confident that the final product will meet your expectations.

SOUTH AFRICAN OWNED & OPERATED

Phoenix Design is a family-owned business that places great  
importance on supporting South Africa and its economy. We take pride in  

being a South African owned and operated company.

By choosing Phoenix Design, you benefit from our extensive printing experience  
and knowledge, which spans over 30 years. 

TO SEE A SALES CONSULTANT OR RECEIVE A QUOTE:
Contact Richard Collins on (011) 793-6627 | E-mail: richard@phoenixdesign.co.za

Visit our website: www.phoenixdesign.co.za



MAGNIFICENT SOUTHERN AFRICA  (7 & 13 PG)
Explore the stunning scenery of Southern Africa with this calendar, showcasing 
awe-inspiring images from South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe, and 
beyond. From the enchanting Namaqualand to the breathtaking Victoria Falls, 
let the allure of Southern Africa be a year-long source of inspiration for you.

LITTLE ONES (7 & 13 PG)
Experience the innocence and natural beauty of wildlife in this calendar, 
highlighting young animals. Each month presents a distinct species, from a 
lively elephant calf to inquisitive lion cubs, serving as a poignant reminder of 
the delicate and precious ecosystem they inhabit.

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK (7 & 13 PG)
This extraordinary assortment of wildlife photography showcases the 
magnificent Kruger National Park. Featuring a diverse range of mesmerizing 
images, this calendar beautifully captures the splendour of the Kruger 
National Park with intricate detail.

AFRICAN INSIGHTS (7PG)
The breathtaking images in this calendar seize the grandeur of nature, 
evoking a spirit of adventure and determination.

EXOTIC CARS (7PG)
The images of exotic cars in this calendar highlight the pinnacle of 
automotive design and engineering, encapsulating the speed, power, and 
precision of these extraordinary machines.

ASSORTED DESK CALENDARS & FREIGHT CALENDARS
Desk Calendars: Our promotional desk calendars showcase a diverse range 
of subjects, including landscapes, animals, and motivational themes.

Freight/Shipping: A crucial tool for exporters, importers, shipping 
companies, and individuals seeking a comprehensive overview of the 
current and upcoming months for detailed planning.

POSTER CALENDARS (1 PG)
Poster calendars typically showcase eye-catching, large images or designs, 
covering 14 months on a single sheet. They are ideal for enhancing the decor 
of homes, offices, or any other space. Explore our varied collection, featuring 
a range of themes, to make your selection.

DESKPAD CALENDARS (12 PG) & NOTEBOOKS
Deskpads: Deskpad calendars, a widely favored calendar format, rest on a desk or work 
surface, offering a convenient reference for dates and scheduling. Our deskpad calendars 
come in various themes, including landscapes, wildlife, and motivational designs.

Notebooks: Custom branded notebooks can function as powerful marketing 
instruments and are frequently employed as promotional giveaways or as presents 
for both employees and clients.

SHADES OF AFRICA (7 & 13 PG)
Immerse yourself in the unfiltered splendour of nature’s wildlife through this 
black and white calendar. Showcasing captivating images of majestic wildlife 
like lions, elephants, and zebras, every month unveils a fresh outlook on the 
elegance and might of Africa’s most remarkable creatures.
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TEXTURED
VARNISH

7 & 13 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

THE 7 PAGE CALENDAR OPTION IS 
INDICATED WITH A TAG ON THE SIDE

WIRO
BOUND

This premium wildlife calendar boasts captivating black and white photography, complemented by a textured 
varnish for enhanced visual appeal. With its large-format page design and outstanding picture reproduction,  
this calendar stands out as an excellent option for a high-quality gift tailored for your most esteemed clients.

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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GLOSS UV
VARNISH

7 & 13 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

THE 7 PAGE CALENDAR OPTION IS 
INDICATED WITH A TAG ON THE SIDE

WIRO
BOUND

Explore the ever-changing landscapes of Southern Africa through this magnificent wall calendar.  
Printed on high-quality 200 gsm art paper, this unique calendar beautifully  

captures the breathtaking scenery of the region.

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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GLOSS UV
VARNISH

7 & 13 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

THE 7 PAGE CALENDAR OPTION IS 
INDICATED WITH A TAG ON THE SIDE

WIRO
BOUND

Immerse yourself in the awe-inspiring beauty of wildlife photography like never before with this finely 
crafted large-format calendar. This limited edition calendar showcases magnificent wildlife photography 

that is guaranteed to leave you spellbound.

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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GLOSS UV
VARNISH

7 & 13 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

THE 7 PAGE CALENDAR OPTION IS 
INDICATED WITH A TAG ON THE SIDE

WIRO
BOUND

This remarkable collection of wildlife photography highlights the spectacular Kruger National Park. 
Presenting a variety of captivating images, this calendar encapsulates the grandeur of  

the Kruger National Park in exquisite detail.

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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Be inspired by a captivating collection of colourful and distinctive images from Southern Africa,  
accompanied by insightful and motivational phrases designed to spark contemplation and reflection.

GLOSS UV
VARNISH

7  
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

WIRO
BOUND

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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Prepare for an exhilarating experience with this calendar, showcasing an impressive collection of  
exotic cars that will undoubtedly leave you breathless with excitement.

GLOSS UV
VARNISH

7  
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 105 MM X W 150 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 480 MM X W 560 MM

WIRO
BOUND

EXECUTIVE WALL CALENDAR
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AVAILABLE IN:
Magnificent Southern Africa 

Little Ones
African Insights

Shades of Africa

AVAILABLE IN:
Little Ones

Magnificent Southern Africa 
Shades of Africa

Kruger National  Park

SQUARE CD CALENDAR
This calendar is printed in full-colour on one side, 

including a cover page and a year-to-view page, 
totalling 14 pages. It comes with a plastic case for 
protection and features premium quality 250gsm 

art paper throughout. Additionally, the picture 
area is finished with a glossy UV varnish for added 

visual appeal.

CURVED DESK CALENDAR
Our company stands out for producing the one-of-a-kind 
tear-shaped perspex box calendar, setting us apart from the 
competition. This 14-page calendar is printed in full colour and 
features a glossy UV varnish for added visual appeal. The premium 
quality 250gsm art paper is used throughout the entire calendar 
for a consistent and polished finish.

SQUARE
CD

14
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 40 MM X W 45 MM

UV
VARNISH

PAGE SIZE:
H 138 MM X W 115 MM

CURVED 14
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 35 MM X W 55 MM

UV
VARNISH

PAGE SIZE:
H 118 MM X W 240 MM

ASSORTED DESK CALENDARS
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AVAILABLE IN:
Shades of Africa 

Magnificent Southern Africa 
Little Ones 

Kruger National Park

A-FRAME CALENDAR
Stay organized and stylish with our attractive desktop A-frame calendars.  
These calendars are double-sided and come with a sturdy stand for easy display. 
Choose from landscape, wildlife or inspirational themes to fit your preferences.  
Each calendar is customised with your company name, branding, message, 
telephone number and website, ensuring that your business is always top of mind 
and ahead of the competition.

4 TIER FREIGHT CALENDAR
This freight calendar has four 

tiers that allow you to view four 
months at a time. 

The dates are clearly displayed 
on four large date pads and a 

date marker is provided. 

The backing board is 
customizable, allowing you to 

include all your essential details. 
It is printed on 300gsm board and 

has a rim at the head.

3 TIER FREIGHT CALENDAR
This freight calendar features three 

tiers, allowing you to view three 
months at a glance. It is triple wiro 
bound and displays three large and 

clear date pads. 

A date marker is also included for 
your convenience. The backing 
board is fully customizable, so 

you can include all your essential 
information. 

The backing board is printed on 
300gsm board and has a rim  

at the head.

14
PAGESA-FRAME WIRO

BOUND
ADVERTISING AREA:
H 40 MM X W 210 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 190 MM X W 210 MM

FREIGHT/SHIPPING CALENDARS

GOLD RIMMED SCORED

SIZE:
H 982 MM X W 345 MM

DATE PADS:
H 165 MM X W 329 MM

GOLD RIMMED TRIPLE
WIRO BOUND

SIZE:
H 897 MM X W 375 MM

DATE PADS:
H 167 MM X W 360 MM

ASSORTED DESK CALENDARS
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GLOSS
PAPER

1 
PAGE

GOLD 
RIMMED

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 100 MM X W 535 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 900 MM X W 565 MM

SHADES OF AFRICA

CHEETAH FAMILY

MAGNIFICENT SA

EXOTIC CARS

BABY ELEPHANT

LIONESS & CUB

Make practical date-keeping a breeze with our Large format wall calendars for 2025, featuring a range of themed designs. 
Each poster is crafted from premium 150gsm gloss art paper and adorned with stylish gold rims at the top and bottom, 

giving it a touch of elegance. The spacious layout ensures easy readability.

POSTERS
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GLOSS
PAPER

1 
PAGE

GOLD 
RIMMED

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 100 MM X W 535 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 900 MM X W 565 MM

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK

AFRICAN INSIGHTS

FROGS

LITTLE ONES YEAR PLANNER

WORLD MAP

SA MAP

Our posters are crafted with high-grade 150gsm gloss art paper to ensure an impeccable finish. 
Additionally, they are elegantly bordered at the top and bottom with a lustrous gold rim. 

If you wish to order a variety of calendars with identical branding, you can do so at no extra set-up cost.

POSTERS
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PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

Effortlessly manage your daily tasks with our 12-sheet desk planner. Immerse yourself in the enchanting allure of wildlife 
photography through our carefully designed desk calendar. Our remarkable deskpads showcase captivating wildlife images that 
are bound to captivate you. Created on high-quality coated 100gsm art paper, this deskpad presents six unique images repeated 

twice, making it a must-have for any wildlife enthusiast.

LITTLE ONES

DESKPADS
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PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

Dive into the breathtaking scenery of Southern Africa through this desk calendar, skilfully fashioned from  
top-quality coated 100gsm art paper. With six unique images, each replicated twice and showcased in vivid full colour,  

this deskpad is an essential for enthusiasts of nature. Seamlessly coordinate your  
daily tasks with the help of this 12-page desk planner.

MAGNIFICENT SOUTHERN AFRICA 

DESKPADS
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AFRICAN INSIGHTS

PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

DESKPADS
Discover inspiration in an enchanting assortment of lively and distinct images, paired with thought-provoking quotes aimed 
at inspiring reflection and mindfulness. Printed on premium coated 100gsm art paper, this deskpad highlights six exclusive 

images, each replicated twice. Organize your daily tasks effortlessly with our 12-page desk planner.
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SHADES OF AFRICA

PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

DESKPADS
Efficiently manage your daily responsibilities with this 12-page desk planner showcasing captivating 

black and white wildlife photography. Printed on high-quality coated 100gsm art paper, each deskpad displays 
six unique images, each replicated twice, all in mesmerizing black and white.
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KRUGER NATIONAL PARK

Monitor your daily tasks using this 12-page desk planner. This remarkable collection of wildlife photography highlights the 
spectacular Kruger National Park in exquisite detail. Printed on high-quality coated 100gsm art paper, 

this deskpad features six distinct images, each duplicated twice, all presented in vibrant full colour.

PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

DESKPADS
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PLASTIC
CORNERS

12 
PAGES

ADVERTISING AREA:
H 80 MM X W 574 MM

PAGE SIZE:
H 420 MM X W 594 MM

WORLD MAP

DESKPAD C

DESKPAD B

DESKPAD D

Our standard desk planners are readily accessible and come pre-printed with 12 months in black ink. 
Customization options are available, allowing us to overprint your logo and information as per your requirements. 

These plain desk planners are produced on 80gsm bond paper.

DESKPADS




